Funding agency requirements on DMP:s

Eva Stensköld, Riksbankens Jubileumsfond

RJ is an independent foundation with the goal of promoting and supporting research in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

- Connection to Sweden
- International research
- Fast and powerful efforts
- Independent researchers and research groups
- Large and long term research projects
- No permanent positions
FINANCES

- Annual new research grants: 450-500 million SEK

- Research support: approximately 4% of the total assets
Open access at RJ

• OA requirement since 2010
• Applies to peer-reviewed scientific publications in journals and conference reports
• Allowed (at the moment) OA journal, green OA or hybrid OA
• CC-BY
• You apply for OA funding in your research application

https://www.rj.se/en/About-RJ/Work-methods/guidelines-for-open-access/
National DMP?

- **VR Digarv program** – all applications must have DMP (call 2018, 2020)
- **VR** – all grants awarded from 2019 must have DMP (if data is created within the project)
- **RJ** – all applications for Research infrastructure 2020 must have DMP (copying the Digarv DMP)
- **VR** leads work on a national tool/template for DMP

[https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/how-and-why-you-should-manage-your-research-data](https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/how-and-why-you-should-manage-your-research-data)
DMP at RJ

- Pilot in the call Infrastructure for research 2020
- Same template (almost) as in the DIGARV 2020 call
- Will be evaluated before next call 2021
- We will follow guidelines from VR regarding national tool/template

Infrastructure for research 2020

Initiatives aimed at making possible and promoting future research in the social sciences and humanities:

• Platforms for cooperation between the research community and other institutions is developed

• Making important collections available

• Setting up databases

https://www.rj.se/en/research-funding/Infrastructure-for-research/
Infrastructure for research 2020

• 1-4 years, most apply for 3 years
• Co-funding from grant administrator
• The RI and data must be OA, free of charge for the research community and society at large as soon as possible
• DMP obligatory for all applications in this call in both 1 and 2 stage
• Deadline for applications=29/1 at 16.00!!
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